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batteries [2].Therefore the solutions for such environments
should have a mechanism to provide low latency, reliable
and fault tolerant communication, quick reconfiguration and
minimum consumption of energy. Routing protocols have a
critical role in most of these activities.
Many routing protocols have been designed to address all
of the above problems but each of them is more suitable in
some situations (having better performance), while not
suitable in other situations; having significant limitations.
Therefore, it is critical to assess routing protocols for critical
monitoring applications. Hence, to achieve efficient
communication, it is required to identify the delivery demand
for the communication and to choose a suitable routing
protocol. To measure the suitability and performance of any
given protocol, some metrics are required. On the basis of
these metrics any protocol can be assessed against its
performance [3].
Such networks, which are composed of sensor nodes
with limited memory capacity, limited processing
capabilities, and most importantly limited energy resources,
require routing protocols that take into consideration these
constraints. Routing protocols have a critical role in most of
these activities. Location- based protocols are most
commonly used in sensor networks as most of the routing
protocols for sensor networks require location information
for sensor nodes. In most cases location information is
needed in order to calculate the distance between two
particular nodes so that energy consumption can be
estimated. Since, there is no addressing scheme for sensor
networks like IP-addresses and they are spatially deployed
on a region, location information can be utilized in routing
data in an energy efficient way. Geographic routing that
takes advantage of the location information of nodes, are
very valuable for sensor networks [4].
Geographic routing algorithms for sensor network have
been considered in this research work. For sensor networks,
geographic routing is one of the approaches to energy
efficiency among the routing algorithms [5, 6]. Geographic
routing protocols work on the assumption that every node is
aware of its own position in the network; via mechanisms
like GPS or distributed localization schemes and that the
physical topology of the network is a good approximation of
the network connectivity. In other words, these routing
protocols assume that if two nodes are physically close to
each other, they would have radio connectivity between
them, which is true in most cases. Hence the protocols use
node location information to route packets from source to
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are being used in a
wide variety of critical applications such as military and
health-care applications. WSNs are deployed densely in a
variety of physical environments for accurate monitoring.
Therefore, order of receiving sensed events is important for
correct interpretation and knowledge of what actually is
happening in the area being monitored. Similarly, in
intrusion detection applications (alarm application), response
time is the critical performance metric. On detection of
intrusion, alarm must be signaled within no time. There
should be a mechanism at node for robust communication of
high priority messages. This can be achieved by keeping
nodes all the time powered up which makes nodes out of
energy and degrades network life time [1]. Also, there can be
a link or node failure that leads to reconfiguration of the
network and re-computation of the routing paths, route
selection in each communication pattern results in either
message delay by choosing long routes or degrades network
lifetime by choosing short routes resulting in depleted
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destination. Every node having its location information is a
fair assumption in most sensor networks since application
data frequently needs to be annotated by location information
[7, 8]. One big advantage of geographic routing schemes is
the fact that there is no need to send out route requests or
periodic connectivity updates. This can save a lot of protocol
overhead and consequently, energy of the nodes. This is an
important consideration for sensor networks where the
network size could be on the order of thousands of nodes,
but each node has extremely limited memory capacity to
store routing tables.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents related work. Section III presents motivation and
objectives of the proposed research. Section IV describes the
proposed algorithm. Section V describes the details of
simulation model. Simulation results and discussions are
presented in section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.

regarding utilization of individual routing table entries. A
routing table entry is expired if not used recently. A set of
predecessor nodes is maintained for each routing table entry,
indicating the set of neighboring nodes which use that entry
to route data packets. The complete routing algorithm is
described in [12, 13]. In all, DSR allows cache more paths
from a source to a destination, while AODV just uses the
path first discovered. Thus, DSR has significant greater
amount of routing information than AODV. Meanwhile,
DSR has access to many alternate routes which saves route
discovery floods, the performance then will be better if they
are actually in use [14].
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [15] is one
of the well-known geographic routing schemes that are
proposed using perimeter or face routing to route around
voids or obstacles when greedy forwarding fails. When a
packet is stuck at a void or obstacle, face routing is used to
route around dead-ends until nodes closer to the destination
are found. Geographic Hash Tables (GHT) [16] was
proposed specifically for sensor networks, and uses a
geographic hash table system to store the key-value pair at
the sensor node closest to the hash of the key.

II. RELATED WORK
Here we discuss four recently proposed routing protocols
for reliable and efficient many to one routing in multi-hop
WSNs. Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [9] divides the
network into a grids such that all nodes in one grid can talk
to any other node in adjacent grids. Within a grid, only one
node remains awake to help in routing packets, and this role
is rotated over time. GAF utilizes the concept of routing
equivalence within a grid, but the cost of achieving routing
equivalence is that the grid sizes are smaller than a node
radio range since communication must be possible among all
nodes in adjacent grids. Thus this increases the number of
hops that a route needs to take, which increases both the
power consumption in the network, as well as the
interference level.
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is a simple and efficient
routing protocol designed specifically for use in multi-hop
wireless sensor networks of mobile nodes. Using DSR, the
network is completely self-organizing and self-configuring,
requiring no existing network infrastructure or
administration. Network nodes cooperate to forward packets
for each other to allow communication over multiple “hops”
between nodes not directly within wireless transmission
range of one another. The key distinguishing feature of DSR
is the use of source routing. That is, the sender knows the
complete hop-by-hop route to the destination. These routes
are stored in a route cache. The complete routing algorithm
is described in [10, 11]. If any link on a source route is
broken, the source node is notified using a route error
(RERR) packet. The source removes any route using this
link from its cache. A new route discovery process must be
initiated by the source if this route is still needed.
Ad Hoc on-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol
(AODV) is an algorithm for the operation of wireless
networks. Each node operates as a specialized router and
routes are obtained as needed. AODV adopts a very different
mechanism to maintain routing information. It uses
traditional routing tables, one entry per destination. This is in
contrast to DSR, which can maintain multiple route cache
entries for each destination. An important feature of AODV
is the maintenance of timer-based states in each node,

III. MOTIVATION FOR CURRENT WORK
Many routing algorithms for WSNs have been developed
but most of them do not take into consideration the limited
energy resources for sensor nodes. This is a main drawback
in most routing algorithms where they should choose the
routes based on the energy available at nodes. This will
prolong the lifetime of the sensor nodes and thus the network
lifetime. The problem can be stated as follows: Develop an
efficient power-aware routing algorithm for sensor networks
that:
 Decreases the end-to-end delay
 Increases the network reliability
 Minimizes the power consumption during packet
transmission and data processing
 Maximizes residual power of nodes and consequently
extends the lifetime of the network
The algorithm should guarantee QoS while taking into
consideration the limited power and energy supplies of
nodes. As the lifetime of a node is strictly bounded to its
battery capacity, the algorithm should wisely utilize nodes
while preserving their energy.
Energy consumption is the most important factor to
determine the life of a sensor network because usually sensor
nodes are driven by battery and have very low energy
resources. This makes energy optimization more complicated
in sensor networks because it involves not only reduction of
energy consumption but also prolonging the life of the
network as much as possible. This can be done by having
energy awareness in every aspect of design and operation.
Due to energy constraints in WSNs, geographic routing has
been a challenging issue for researchers. The nodes in the
network cooperate in forwarding other nodes packets from
source to destination. Hence, certain amount of energy of
each node is spent in forwarding the messages of other
nodes. Lots of work has been done in this respect but still
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energy depletion of sensor nodes is a big challenge in sensor
networks. The performance of the routing protocol also has
to scale with network size. The challenge is then to develop a
routing protocol that can meet these conflicting requirements
while minimizing compromise.
The aim of this paper is to address the problem of
providing energy-efficient geographic routing for WSNs that
guarantees QOS and at the same time minimizes energy
consumption by calculating the remaining energy level of
nodes. We propose a geographic routing protocol called
EAGRP which takes into consideration both nodes location
information and energy consumption for making routing
decisions. EAGRP is simple, scalable as well as energy
efficient.

Greenwich meridian. The concept used to find out distance
between two points is similar to calculate a perimeter
between two points on sphere. These are standard notation
used throughout this paper.
DISTANCE = distance in meters between the first and the
second points.
DISTANCELONG = longitude distance in meters between the
first and the second points.
DISTANCELAT = latitude distance in meters between the
first and the second points.
LONG1 = longitude of the first point in degrees.
LAT1 = latitude of the first point in degrees.
LONG2 = longitude of the second point in degrees.
LAT2 = latitude of the second point in degrees.
DISTANCELONG = LONG2 – LONG1
DISTANCELAT = LAT2 – LAT1

IV. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION OF ENERGY AWARE
GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING PROTOCOL(EAGRP)
In sensor networks, building efficient and scalable
protocols is a very challenging task due to the limited
resources and the high scale and dynamics. Geographic
routing protocols require only local information and thus are
very efficient in wireless networks. First, nodes need to
know only the location information of their direct neighbors
in order to forward packets. Second, such protocols conserve
energy and bandwidth since discovery floods and state
propagation are not required beyond a single hop. It is based
on assumption that the node knows the geographical location
of the destination node. This approach to routing involves
relaying the message to one of its neighbors that is
geographically closest to the destination node. A node that
requires sending a message acquires the address of the
destination. After preparing the message, it calculates the
distance from itself to the destination. Next, it calculates
distance from each of its neighbors to the destination. The
greedy approach always tries to shorten the distance to be
traveled to the destination to the maximum possible extent.
Therefore, the node considers only those neighbors that are
closer to the destination than itself. The sending node then
chooses the node closest to the destination and relays the
message onto the neighbor. A node receiving a message may
either be the final destination, or it may be one of the
intermediate nodes on the route to the destination. If the node
is an intermediate hop to the message being relayed, the node
will calculate the next hop of the message in the manner
described above. Usually, in the greedy forwarding the
closest neighbor node will be heavily utilized in routing and
forwarding messages, while the other nodes are less utilized.
Due to this uneven load distribution it results in heavily
loaded nodes to discharge faster when compared to others.
This causes few over-utilized nodes which fail and result in
formation of holes in network, resulting in increase number
of failed/dropped messages in the network. Energy efficient
routing scheme should be investigated and developed such
that its loads balances the network and prevents the
formation of holes.
The distance between two points on the earth’s surface
calculated by using its latitude and longitude coordinates.
Latitude is the angle above or below the equator in degrees.
Meanwhile .longitude is the angle east or west of the

DISTANCE=

DISTANC LONG 2  DISTANCE LAT  2 (1)

For the simulations, a simple energy model has been used
in which every node starts with the same initial energy and
forwards a packet by consuming one unit of energy. Initially,
all nodes have energy level equal to 1 joule .We let the size
of a data transmission (including all headers) be L bits and
the transmission rate of the sensor be B bps. The time ttx (in
sec) taken to transmit one data packet is:
 t tx

 L / B 

The received time, trx must be more than ttx .In this study,
we set trx to be the duration of two transmission periods. We
denote the energy required in the receive state by Erx, the
energy required to transmit a data packet by Etx, the energy
of a fully charged node by Et. We let the received and
transmit power of the sensor be Prx and Ptx respectively.
Therefore, we have
 Etx  Ptx  ttx 
 Erx  Prx  t rx 
 Et  Etx  Erx 
The concept of neighbor classification based on node
energy level and their distances used in Energy Aware
Geographic Routing Protocol has been used to cater of the
weak node problem. Some neighbors may be more favorable
to choose than the others, not only based on distance, but
also based on energy characteristics. It suggests that a
neighbor selection scheme should avoid the weak nodes.
Therefore, the procedure used in the proposed (EAGRP)
first calculates the average distance of all the neighbors of
transmitting node and checks their energy levels. Finally, it
selects the neighbor which is alive (i.e. having energy level
above the set threshold) and having the maximum energy
plus whose distance is equal to or less than the calculated
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average distance among its entire neighbors. Hence, the
proposed scheme uses Energy Efficient routing to select the
neighbor that has sufficient energy level and is closest to the
destination for forwarding the query. Figure1 shows the flow
chart of EAGRP algorithm. It starts and initializes the
network by giving the input of number of nodes and
establishes their links with the time delay between each link.
Then it locates the location of each node and save it in table.
Then it finds the all next hop neighbors of the sending node
and calculated their average distance from the sending node.
It selects the node among its next hop neighbors which
having energy level above than the set threshold (0.027
joule) and make the decision. If no node among its neighbors
it will drop the packet otherwise it will select the neighbor
node whose distance is less than or equal to the calculated
average distance plus having maximum energy level among
those neighbors and transmit the packet to it by decreasing
the transmitting energy of the sending node. The selected
neighbor will receive the packet and this process will
continue until the packet reaches to its destination and all
other packets will follow the same procedure.

V.

SIMULATION MODEL

1.

Simulation Tool (OPNET)
In this section a comparative study between the behaviors
of the three routing protocols: EAGRP, DSR, and AODV
will be given by simulation of WSN chosen to represent
application. The well known OPNET simulation tool is
used. OPNET provides a comprehensive development
environment for modeling and performance evaluation of
communication networks and distributed systems. The
package consists of a number of tools, each one focusing on
particular aspects of the modeling task. These tools fall into
three major categories that correspond to the three phases of
modeling and simulation projects: Specification, Data
Collection and Simulation and Analysis.
Different simulations results are presented with different
number of nodes in order to check performance of the
proposed algorithm. The goal of the study was to investigate
the behavior of EAGRP, DSR and AODV for delay, packet
delivery ratio, throughput, and energy consumption.
2.

Simulation Setup
We designed WSN according to the application we
selected for this study. WSN is made of static nodes
representing data gathering applications. In the simulation,
all nodes generated data packets that are routed to the
destination node located in the centre of the WSN. We
simulated network sizes from 25 to 100 nodes with 100%
active source nodes. Random topology has been considered
in this implementation. WSN was simulated in the presence
of different factors having effect on routing protocols
performance. We categorized our simulation on the basis of
nodes type, scalability, and different number of source
nodes.
Simulation time for each scenario was set to 500 seconds
and repetitive simulations for each scenario were performed
to verify the reliability of our results. The network was
modeled on an area having dimension of 300 x 300 meters.
The packet size is of 512 bytes, and the packet rate is 2
packets /sec.
All nodes in this network are considered as source nodes
communicating with constant bit rate 1 Mbps. The numbers
of nodes chosen are 25, 40, 50, 65, 75, 90 and 100 nodes.
The input parameters used for all scenarios were the same as
shown in table 1 except the number of nodes. The
application type simulated was FTP. Initially, each node has
same energy level (1Joule). Any node having energy less
than or equal to a set threshold will be considered as dead,
this was chosen to be in the simulations presented in this
paper.
One node is located as the destination i.e. one node is
declared as target node for all data receiving as was
mentioned in the assumptions that many to one scenario has
been considered. Figure 2 shows a sample network with 25
nodes.

Start

Initialize network

Find the position of all nodes in network

Determine neighbors of the source node

Calculate average distance between the
neighbors

No
Find node have energy level above
Threshold

Energy Level
>Threshold

Yes
Yes
Send the packet to the neighboring node
Closest to the destination and having maximum
energy level and less distance

Energy Level
>Threshold

No
Decrease energy level

Packet received

Packet received

3.
Figure 1.

Selected Performance Metrics for Evaluation
In order to check three protocols performance in terms of
its effectiveness there are a number of metrics that can be

Flow chart for EAGRP
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TABLE 1.

used to compare between them. We used packet delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay, energy consumption, and throughput
for the evaluation. The metrics that we selected are defined
as follow:

Simulation time
Simulation area
Number of nodes
Packet size
Packet rate
MAC type
Data Rate
Initial node energy
Data rate

A. Packets Delivery Ratio
Measures the percentage of data packets generated by
nodes that are successfully delivered, expressed as:
Total number of data packets successfully delivered x 100%
Total number of data packet sent
B. End-to-End Delay of Data Packets
There are possible delays caused by buffering during
route discovery latency, queuing at the interface queue,
retransmission delays at the MAC, and propagation and
transfer times. This metric measure the average time it takes
to route a data packet from the source node to the destination
node.
The lower the end-to-end delay the better the application
performance. If the value of End-to-end delay is high then it
means the protocol performance is not good due to the
network congestion.

500 sec
300 m x 300m
25, 40, 50, 65, 75, 90, 100
512 bytes
2 packets/sec
IEEE802.11
1 Mbps
1 Joule
1 Mbps

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
Packet Delivery Ratio: DSR nodes can obtain the latest
routing information and packets are routed on valid paths
with high probability. Multiple paths are kept in the routing
table giving DSR a good degree of reliability. DSR exhibits
moderately high packet delivery ratio. Although the route
discovery process in AODV is similar to DSR, each node
only maintains a single routing table entry for each
destination .A single route discovery in AODV reveals less
information data than in DSR. Hence, within the same time,
fewer routes are discovered with consequence that the
number of packets delivered is less.
It is evident from figure 3 that the proposed EAGRP
algorithm provides better data delivery rate ratio than AODV
and DSR algorithms. The successful packet delivery ratio of
EAGRP achieved about 98% on average compared to 87%
for DSR and 80% for AODV. The main focus is on varying
size of network by keeping other parameters constant. The
objective is to design an algorithm that can scale to
thousands of nodes in future sensor networks, therefore the
research has been focused on how the algorithm scales and
performs better with networks of different sizes. It has been
observed that the amount of packets delivered ratio is larger
for all the network size. It means that EAGRP improves the
performance much more as the number of source nodes
increases.

C. Energy Consumption
The energy metric is taken as the average energy
consumption per node calculated through simulation time.
We calculate energy expended in transmission and reception
by the nodes’ RF transceivers.
D. Throughput
Total data traffic in bits/sec successfully received and
forwarded to the higher layer. Throughput shows protocol’s
successful deliveries for a time; this means that the higher
throughput is the better will be the protocol performance.

Figure 2.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Delay: Figure 4 present the delay encountered by the
three routing protocols during the simulation period for all
scenarios. It is clear from figures that DSR incurs the highest
delay, especially on large size of nodes. DSR exhibits large
packet delay because its routes discovery takes more time.
Every intermediate node tries to extract and record
information before forwarding a reply. The same thing
happens when a data packet is routed from node to node.
Hence, while route discovery in DSR yields more
information for delivery, packet transmission slows down.
AODV gives the lowest delay as compared to DSR. AODV,
routes are established on demand and destination sequence
numbers are used to find the latest route to the destination,
the connection setup process is less.
DSR does not have a mechanism for knowing which
route in the cache is stale, and data packet may be forwarded
to broken links. Also the delay is affected by buffering and
queuing delays, route discovery is also considered in the

Sample simulation environment with 25 nodes
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delay and gives advantage to AODV routing protocol. The
destination node in AODV routing protocol only replies to
the first arriving route request RREQ which favors the least
congested route instead of the shortest route as with DSR.
This happens because DSR replies to all RREQ which makes
it difficult to determine which route is the shortest.
Figure 4 indicates that the delay encountered by EAGRP
is always the smallest delay even when the number of nodes
is increasing. So EAGRP is successful in terms of time
delay.

overheads during routing compared to data packets of
routing protocols that carry only neighborhood information.
The additional energy consumed is proportional to network
size. With an operating environment, it may be very difficult
to establish a full route from source to the destination at
given point in time. The source will keep sending route
discovery but will not receive a definite route response from
the destination. Route discovery packet will accordingly
flood the network consuming more energy. As in AODV,
however, route discovery broadcast in DSR can lead to
significant energy consumption especially in larger network.
As an improvement over AODV, DSR uses a route cache to
reduce route discovery costs.
EAGRP exhibit the lowest energy overheads as shown in
figure 5. Energy overheads of EAGRP are competitive with
that of DSR. It is also indicated that the packet drop rate is
very small in EAGRP approach as compared to the AODV
algorithm. Hence, EAGRP approach conserves more energy
and is more efficient than DSR and AODV algorithm. The
slightly improvement over DSR with larger networks size
may be attributed in part to EAGRP dynamically accounting
for selecting shortest path to destination.
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Throughput: Figures 6 shows the throughput of
EAGRP, DSR, AODV protocols for all scenarios. The
throughput depends on the simulation parameters regarding
data generation and request for delivery. It can be observed
that the three protocols have the same throughput, but when
the traffic load is increased we can show that EAGRP leads
to more throughput than DSR and AODV.
DSR showed that it was able to deliver packets more than
AODV because it already had routes to destination stored in
its cache and had no need to route discover again. But under
high traffic load, it is shown from figure that DSR
outperforms AODV.
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Figure 4.

The energy Consumption versus the number of nodes.

The end to end delay versus number of nodes.

Energy Consumption: Figure 5 presents the energy
consumption for the three protocols. Route discovery in
AODV is energy intensive. The data packet carries pointers
to the full route in itself, which incurs additional energy
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Simulation results have shown that the EAGRP performs
competitively against the other two routing protocols in
terms of packet delivery ratio, delay, energy consumption,
and throughput.
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VII. CONCLUSION
There have been many routing algorithms proposed for
sensor networks. Yet, these algorithms are not applicable to
sensor networks due to several factors. Almost all of the
routing protocols can be classified as data-centric,
hierarchical or location-based although there are few distinct
ones based on network flow or QoS awareness. Geographic
routing in sensor networks has been a challenging issue for
researchers considering the energy constraints in these
networks. The nodes in the network cooperate in forwarding
other nodes’ packets from source to destination. Hence,
certain amount of energy of each node is spent in forwarding
the messages of other nodes. Lots of work has been done in
this respect but still energy depletion of sensor nodes is a big
challenge in sensor networks. Sensor nodes use their energy
in forwarding messages in network but at some point when
node deplete its all energy it fails to transmit the further
messages resulting in loss of data.
The performance of three routing protocols had been
examined. A simulation model was developed using
OPNET. This paper has proposed new routing algorithm
EAGRP for sensor networks.
In this research Energy Aware Geographic Routing
Protocol (EAGRP) algorithm has been proposed for
geographic routing in sensor networks. The algorithm has
been implemented and its performance has been compared
with those of DSR and AODV protocols. The simulations
are carried out for different number of nodes employing
these three algorithms considering the different metrics.
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